107 This Week in Science

### Editorial

109 Conflict of Interest

### Letters


### News & Comment

112 Astronomers Survey Hubble Damage ■ A Question of Time ■ The Investigators
115 Shuttle, Telescope Woes Undermine NASA’s Plans
116 A Leaky Mystery for NASA
117 Libya Gets Unwelcome Visitor from the West
118 House Stifles DOE Research
119 Fusion Panel Drafts a Wish List for the ’90s
120 Briefings: Gallo Inquiry: NAS Panel Wants In ■ Gulf Slick a Free Lunch for Bacteria ■ Getting Stoned the Healthy Way ■ Testing for HIV in Urine ■ End of Monkey Saga? ■ New Prenatal Test ■ Correction ■ Modest Proposal for Budget Woes

### Research News

122 New Maps of the Human Brain
124 Molecular Biology Lies Down with the Lamb
126 X Marks the Spot
127 New Scissors for Cutting Chromosomes

### Articles

133 New Mechanisms for Chemistry at Surfaces: S. T. CAYER
140 Comparing Brains: P. H. HARVEY AND J. R. KREBS

### Research Article

146 Soluble Human Complement Receptor Type 1: In Vivo Inhibitor of Complement Suppressing Post-Ischemic Myocardial Inflammation and Necrosis: H. F. WEISMAN, T. BARTOW, M. K. LEPPO, H. C. MARSH, JR. et al.

### Reports

152 A Thiosulfate Shunt in the Sulfur Cycle of Marine Sediments: B. B. JØRGENSEN
A transmission electron micrograph (magnification ×16,000) of a human neutrophil that is degrading particles of antibody-coated, insoluble elastin in the presence of human plasma. Although endogenous plasma proteinase inhibitors cannot regulate neutrophil-mediated proteolysis at sites of tight cell-substrate contact, subjacent substrates can be protected from the attacking neutrophils by secretory leukoprotease inhibitor, a structurally unique proteinase inhibitor normally concentrated in human mucous secretions. See page 178. [Photograph by Andreas R. Huber, Sandra Regiani, Bruce Donohoe, and Stephen J. Weiss]